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Introduction

Context
In recent years, the IT landscape has been changing considerably. After an initial phase of
exploration, digital transformation is becoming the goal of every company and organization that
aims to survive in an increasingly growing market. Concepts, technologies and methods are
becoming commonplace and their adoption has been the challenge of the last decade. As if this
was not enough, the global crisis of 2020 has accelerated more than ever the need to adopt
technologies and skills that allow companies to invade the digital world and develop new
technological and business paradigms, thus trying to satisfy the consumer in increasingly
effective, efficient and innovative ways.

Mia-Academy
Mia-Academy was created to address this challenge.
Mia-Academy is a proven professional culture empowerment system, in which Agile methods are
taught and used.

Mia-Academy's goal is to make teams autonomous in the development of new
generation digital platforms.

The following document illustrates the training path for the Mia-Platform Dev Fundamentals
certification.

Course Description
In this course participants will learn the basic concepts of new generation architectures from both
the design and the operational point of view.
During the course new approaches to microservices architectures and to API design will be
presented. Furthermore, the governance issue of these platforms will be addressed.

The Mia-Platform Dev Console will be used to develop a “hello world” that allows participants to
understand the concepts explained with their own hands.



Course goals
The course aims to train the participants with the DevOps and Agile principles and practices in
order to know how to approach a development project in a more effective way.
The course will make an analysis on the main differences between Microservices and the other
architectures, explaining pros and cons of an architecture adoption.
Later on the participants will explore the Microservices development best practices and how to
build scalable and evolutionary APIs.
In order to know how to develop and deploy Microservices on Cloud Native environments,
Docker and Kubernetes must be known. During the course those technologies will be explored
and explained.
Finally all the knowledge gained in this course will be contextualized on the Mia-Platform Console
product and the course will show participants how to use the Console to build microservices
natively on Cloud.

Duration: 4 sessions of 3 hours + exam



Modules

Module 1: Agile & DevOps
Nowadays the majority of Development Projects are approached with an Agile methodology and
together with the adoption of DevOps practices and principles the project can have an enormous
boost on Lead Time and development and evolvability cost.
An introduction to the Agile Manifesto, to the Scrum framework and to the DevOps principles will
give the participants the possibility to start their journey.

● Agile

○ Agile Manifesto
○ Agile vs Waterfall
○ Components Team vs Feature Teams
○ Scrum framework
○ Kanban
○ eXtreme Programming

● DevOps
○ DevOps principles and practices
○ DevOps adoption journey
○ DevOps adoption advantages

Takeaways:
● Knowledge of Agile principles
● Knowledge of DevOps principles and practices

Module 2: Microservices & API
Building a Microservices Architecture should not always be the default option, also Monolithic
and Service Oriented Architecture are available options, pros and cons of every solution will be
deepend in this module. If the Microservices Architecture is adopted, some principles and
patterns should be followed in order to build a scalable and evolutionary architecture.
Along with Microservices development, API design and definition is a big concern of software
projects, the module will give some advice on how to draw domain boundaries and implement
REST APIs in Microservices.

● Microservices
○ Microservices vs Monolith
○ Microservices vs SOA
○ Microservices pros and cons
○ Microservices best practice
○ Microservices communication, sync/async, orchestration, http
○ Cloud Native principles



● REST API
○ REST API introduction, verb, differences with SOAP, JSON format
○ REST API design and definition, domain boundaries.

Takeaways:
● Knowledge of Microservices Architecture and communication patterns
● Knowledge of REST API design and implementation

Modulo 3: Docker & Kubernetes
Cloud Native Microservices Architecture should reside on some Cloud Native Technologies,
those technologies are Docker and Kubernetes; the third module will provide an overview of
those tools, exploring the architecture behind them and how they are used to implement Cloud
Native Architecture.

● Docker
○ Docker vs VM
○ Docker architecture, images, container, build
○ Docker Hands-on

● Kubernetes
○ Kubernetes architecture
○ Kubernetes resources, pod, deployment, services, config maps

Takeaway:
● Knowledge of Docker and how to use it to build images
● Knowledge of Kubernetes and how to use it to orchestrate a runtime of docker images

Module 4: Mia-Platform
The first part of the module is very theoretical, it will explain precisely how Mia-Platform helps to
manage all the complexity that comes from modernization, from the digital transformation of a
company and from adoption of the tools and practices shown in the previous modules.
In the second part of the module the actual Mia-Platform Console will be explored in a live demo.
The main themes of the course will be resumed with the section of the Console.

● Mia-Platform overview
● How to create a CRUD
● How to expose a CRUD
● Commit & review of the branch
● Deploy of a project

Takeaways:



● Knowledge of what the Mia-Platform Console can do to help the features team to adopt
DevOps practices.


